
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dear Parents, 

This week the children have been celebrating acts of kindness. Children have been thinking of 

ways in which we can be kind to others and we made a ‘Kindness Flower’. The year 6 children 

came into Nursery to read stories to us, and we made them biscuits in return. The children loved 

our dressing up day today, thank you for taking part and for your contributions to charity. 

 

The children have also had pancakes this week. We talked about Shrove Tuesday (Pancake Day) 

being traditionally a Christian celebration, when Jesus gave things up to go into the desert for 40 

days and 40 nights. The children chose different toppings for their pancakes, chocolate spread, 

honey, bananas, blueberries and strawberries. 

 

Learning Line 

The children have watched an episode of Peppa Pig, when she is learning to ride a bike without 

stabilisers. We related this to our ‘Learning Line’. The Learning Line is a tool which is used in all 

classes at St. Anne’s. We talk about our learning using the line and discuss how it is normal to feel a 

bit worried, nervous or upset when we begin to learn something new and that we can feel like 

giving up, but that if we try hard and listen to help, we feel really proud and happy when we can 

finally do it. When children understand that frustration is part of the normal process of learning, 

they are more likely to persevere with difficult tasks. 

 

Nursery Parent Meetings 

On week beginning Monday 1st April, parents are invited to come and meet with the teacher to 

talk about their child’s progress. The meetings will be held before school (between 8am and 8.50) 

and at pick-up time (from 12.10 until 1.30). There will be a clipboard in the Nursery cloakroom to 

sign up for an appointment. 

 

Homework 

Please watch the episode of Peppa Pig learning to ride a bike (YouTube). Talk to your child about 

the different stages of Peppa’s learning and how she was feeling. At first, she is happy riding her 

bike with stabilisers, then she realises all of her friends can ride without them and she is sad. She 

decides she wants to try, but finds it difficult and becomes frustrated. She listens to her mum and 

dad and tries really hard. At the end, Peppa is proud of herself for learning something new. Relate 

these feelings to when your child is learning something new, e.g. fastening their coat or holding a 

pencil properly. 

 

Thank you for your support, 

Mrs Mitchell and Mrs Russell. 
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